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Integrated
Stadia:

Gambling on the
Future of the Stadium
Experience

Forward
Professor Glenn NP Nowak, AIA, NCARB
Hospitality Design Lab Coordinator

Sports stadia have earned a bad reputation in many parts of the world where their exorbitant costs do not
seem to impart many benefits on their surrounding contexts as they often sit vacant three-hundred or
more days per year… especially when considering the increasing rate of public funding used in the design/
construction costs. COVID-19 has further exacerbated the problem by forcing most large stadiums to close,
cancel events, or operate at significantly reduced occupancy for the couple dozen or so events scheduled for
this past year.
Mike Puga has taken lessons learned from some of the most profitable stadia (and the public’s most favorite)
along with hospitality design trends and community development successes to present a shared vision
of stadium design that is more pandemic resistant and recession proof… not to mention treasured by the
public. His vision of future stadia are essential places open 24 hours a day, 365 days each year. His studies
of existing venues identify room for improvement in terms of activating spaces year-round and extending
game-day impact through other supporting programs built as integral parts of the whole. Integrating sportsrelated commercial office space, retail, food and beverage, and more brings new revenue streams into the
archetype. Additionally, hotels and dormitories (with accompanying academic programs) create a critical
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mass of residents and guests to sustain mid-week and off-season operations. Most importantly he presents
a stadium that is more than an empty icon; instead, future stadia are melting pots of their surrounding
communities.
The HD studio hopes to mentor more of this kind of design/sports research and build upon the ideas shared
in this book to inform the next generation of facility renovations and new construction both in Las Vegas and
around the world.

Introduction

Contents

The concept of the stadium has been around for hundreds of years, without
much change. However, the stadium experience and what people expect to
see at venues is quickly changing. When you add the staggering construction
costs, rising ticket prices, the convenience of home, and the ongoing pandemic
many venues are struggling to stay afloat. As we currently stand stadiums
across our country lay useless and without any sort of community connection,
including the new Allegiant Stadium here in Las Vegas. When spending enormous
amounts of money on these infrastructures, venues must become more than
just stadiums, and an experience that is versatile and more utilized. This study
looks at how expenditures on technology, the millennial demographic effect,
changes after COVID-19, and sustainability will change the way we design and
expect tomorrow’s stadium experience and program to entail. The end goal is
the integrated stadia of tomorrow, which is adaptable and utlilized 24/7.
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Abstract
Between the nearly 9.8 billion dollars spent on stadium technology in 2018, to implementing
features that court millennial’s, and a post COVID-19 return to live events, the integrated stadia will
look different then the venues of before. Future stadiums need to become multi-functional built
environments that maximize revenue and provide connections needed with the community that
will allow them to survive.Applying integrative features and forward thinking design will negate the
potential for cities to drown in debt and face decaying stadiums that become detriments to the
community they serve.

Thesis
The issue:
Stadiums across the world now cost billions of dollars to build and yet largely
become barren parking lots for most of the week. The reliance on weekend events
to fill venues and produce revenue has created a situation where cities drown in
debt.
If we change the way we view and experience what a stadium entails, can we make
it so that it becomes a multi-purpose facility that doesn’t rely on weekend events?

The stadia experience is constantly changing; An integrated stadium that
extends the event from within is the solution to survive future changes to the
live sports and entertainment industry in Las Vegas.

6
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Stadia potential: intro

State of the stadia
The rate of development of new stadiums is
skyrocketing. As cities seek growth, many
are positioning themselves as host locations
for professional sports teams. However,
often the the risk is outweighing the reward.
As city councils grant astronomical funds for
these venues, the venues themselves end up
dormant more than they are in use. The way
we design stadiums must change, and that
starts by changing the way we view what they
must entail.

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO

Stadiums have many impacts on the community they
serve, but the hospitable experience is an important
part in successful venues.

US Bank Stadium
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Figure- 01

1

Construction & Development Jobs: Produced roughly
8,000 construction jobs and an estimated 1 billion dollars of
construction costs stayed within Minnesota companies.

2

Urban Revitalization: Nearly 1.1 billion dollars of economic
development has been poured into the two blocks of empty
parking lots that surround the stadium since opening in 2016.
This includes retail, dining and entertainment.

3

Community Revenue: An estimated 800 million dollars in
revenue has been produced on just sports related events
through 2019. This has led to the creation of many new jobs in
and around the stadium.

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO
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State of the stadia
“Now what the venues are being asked to do, and people like me that design them,
is to create spectacle. It is on us to create something that is so compelling, that
drives the fan to say, ‘I want to get off the couch, fight the traffic, spend 50 bucks
for parking, and brave the weather because I can’t not be there.’ Bill Johnson, HOK
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STADIUM RELIANCE ON TOURISM/SALES TAX
THIS YEAR

50
45
40

The impact of the coronavirus pandemic has been
two-fold on the stadium experience. Most stadiums
are currently closed or holding limited capacity.
Allegiant Stadium was projected to host 46 events
in it’s inagural year and thus will fall well below
revenue expectations.
Our the tourism industry, which is now facing a
major shortfall was being used to payoff several
stadiums across the country, including here in Las
Vegas. The tax revenue going towards Allegiant is
down 71.5% from July 2019 fiscal year.

35
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Data retrieved from Grand view research
Data retrieved from US Census Bureau
Data retrieved from Review Journal via Nevada Resorts Association figures

The Millennial age demographic is now the
36% dominant age population according to the US
Millennials Census Bureau. This age group now makes up
a large portion of spending in the US, and event
expenditures within stadiums is enormous
amongst this group.

30%
BABY BOOMERS

30

10

MILLENNIAL SEGMENT OF POPULATION

1%
Greatest GEN

Data and chart retrieved from Las Vegas Stadium Authority
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State of the stadia:

Las Vegas ( THE PRESENT)

Figure- 02

Figure- 03

State of the stadia:

Las Vegas (THE PAST)

Allegiant Stadium

Sam Boyd Stadium

Capacity: 65,000

Capacity: 35,500

Year completed & cost: (2020) & 1.8 billion dollars

Year completed & cost: (1971) & 3.5 million dollars
(22 million in 2020)

The recently completed Allegiant Stadium off of the I-15
and Russell Rd. is to become the home of the Las Vegas
Raiders and UNLV. According to AEG the venue operator,
the stadium was projected to have 46 events per year
prior to the pandemic.

The original Las Vegas Stadium and first major venue
in town was completed in 1971 and has been home to
many semi-professional teams as well as UNLV Football.
Figure- 05

T-Mobile Arena

Thomas & Mack Center

Capacity: 20,000

Capacity: 19,522

Year completed & cost: (2016) & 375 million dollars

Year completed & cost: (1983) & 30 million dollars
(78 million in 2020)

The T-Mobile arena compeleted on the former site of the
MGM offices and adjacento to the New York New York is
home to the Vegas Golden Knights. Also hosts large scale
concerts and college championships.

Figure- 06

Las Vegas Ballpark

Cashman Field

Capacity: 10,000

Capacity: 12,500

Year completed & cost: (2019) & 150 million dollars

Year completed & cost: (1983) & 26 million dollars
(68 million in 2020)

Home to the Las Vegas Aviators, this ballpark was
developed alongside a quickly growing mixed-use
district that includes Downtown Summerlin and Red
Rock Resort.
Figure- 04

12
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The home of the Runnin’ Rebels and also other major
events such as National Finals Rodeo and the NBA
Summer League.

Figure- 07

The mixed use event center and adaptable field near
downtown is now the home of the Las Vegas Lights.
Formerly the home of the Las Vegas 51’s, the venue is
now used as a soccer stadium for the Lights.

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO
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Stadia mapping:

02

Case studies:

Blending the digital and physical experience,
Millennial demographic effect,
Post COVID-19 automation,
Sustainability

Interactive experiences
Digitised technology systems
Smart features
Sustainability & public
green spaces

Automated
& Cashless venues
Integrated dining
& retail

Public transportation

replaces parking lots
Efficient wayfinding
& circulation

7

6
3

8
1

5

4

11

2

9
10

“The architecture is all about producing an environment where spectators can choose
where they want to go, rather than being told where to go,” Christopher Lee, Populous

14
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Sofi Stadium: Technology & architecture

Barclays Center: Technology & architecture

1

2

Figure- 08-10

Figure- 11-13

Inglewood, California - (2020) & 5 billion dollars

Brooklyn, NY - (2012) & 1 billion dollars

Architect: HKS Sports & Entertainment
Capacity: 70,000 expandable to 100,000
Stadium type: NFL and mixed-use performance venue

Architect: SHoP Architects
Capacity: 19,000
Stadium type: NBA arena & mixed-use retail

Built to anchor a block wide mixed-use development.
This stadium anchored 100 ft below ground level at its
east side field level. The main innovation is the “Oculus”,
now the largest videoboard in the world.

In the heart of Brooklyn, this NBA Arena integrates an
exterior LED “ring” that previews the interior space. The
glass atrium allows a reflectional view of the bowl level
within the venue.A total of 1,900 LED lights on exterior
panels illuminate the facade at night.

Features & amenities:
• 70,000-100,000 seat stadium
• 5,000 seat adjacent performance venue
• 70,000 sq. ft 360 degree video board.
• Adjacent retail, hotels, and offices

Features & amenities:
• 19,000 seat arena
• Team offices and training facility
• Mixed use retail spaces

A word from the architect: “The regional climate and

cultural DNA of Southern California and Los Angeles
are the foundation of our design. We have crafted a
design that is responsive to its site, the community
and the global stage of sports and entertainment,”
Mark A. Williams, HKS
16
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A word from the architect: “Barclays stands as a
pioneering achievement in construction technology—a
digital landmark as well as a civic one.... “We were
trying to match the tonalities of Brownstone Brooklyn
in a gritty, natural material,”Why should an arena have
to look like a glitzy shopping mall or an airport?” Gregg
Pasquarelli, SHoP Architects

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO
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Little Ceasars Arena: Technology & architecture

Allegiant Stadium: Hospitality & entertainment

3

4

Figure- 14-17

Detroit, MI - (2012) & 863 MILLION DOLLARS

Architect: HOK Architects
Capacity: 19,515
Stadium type: NBA and NHL arena connected with mixeduse
In the heart of Detroit, has a “Jewel skin” adaptable
LED system that displays the inside on the outside
mixed use concourse spaces. The innovative feat here
is the enclosed connection between the venue and its
downtown surrounding.
Features & amenities:
• 19,515 seat arena
• LED adaptable jewel skin along arena facade
• Enclosed attached residential, retail & dining, office
spaces
A word from the architect: “a deconstructed design
that engages the community 365 days a year... the
arena’s central concourse enclosed by a translucent
ETFE (ethylene tetrafluoroethylene) roof structure. A lightfilled and temperature-controlled public space, the Via
features destination dining, retail and office space that
opens to the street and into the arena.” HOK

18
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Figure- 18-21

Las Vegas, NV - (2020) & 1.8 billion dollars
Architect: Manica Architecture
Capacity: 65,000 expandable to 70,000
Stadium type: NFL & college football

The main feature is the Al Davis torch and lanai doors
that frame views to the Las Vegas strip. The facilty
includes branded lounges and bars such as the Modelo
Cantina or wine bars. The retractible field on the south is
another large expense.
Features & amenities:
• 65,000- 70,000 seat stadium
• operable lanai doors on norh facade
• various clubs and bars/lounges
• retractable field

A word from the architect: “It’s the Maserati of stadiums;
sleek and fast, yet spacious, comfortable, and
sophisticated; luxurious and well appointed, but still
accessible enough to enjoy driving every day.” David
Manica

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO
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Prudential Center: Hospitality & entertainment

Rogers Centre Hotel: Hospitality & entertainment

5

6

Figure- 22-25

Figure- 26-29

Newark, NJ - (2012) & 1 billion dollars

Toronto,Canada - (1989) & 570 million dollars

This facilty houses one of the first in-arena sports
wagering locations in the world, the William Hill
sportsbook lounge The arena also begins to incoporate
lounges, retail and dining are also prominent in the
facilty.

This facilty is home to the Toronto Blue Jays of MLB.
The venue also incoporates a Marriot branded hotel
amongst its interior where 70 of the 348 rooms face
the baseball field.

Architect: POPULOUS Architects
Capacity:19,500
Stadium type: NHL arena

Features & amenities:
• 19,500 seat arena
• William Hill sportsbook lounge
• mixed-use bars, lounges and restaraunts

A word from the architect: “ Floor-level bunker suites
provide spectators with a close connection to the game.
Along either side of the ice, the Fire Bar and the Ice Bar
provide premium amenities for club-level patrons. The
Bud Light Goal Bar, open to all arena patrons, and a
brick–town themed restaurant with seats overlooking
the event floor” POPULOUS

20
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Architect: Rod Robbie
Capacity:53,506
Stadium type: Baseball Park and mixed-use hotel

Features & amenities:
• 53,506 seat ballpark
• Mixed-use Marriott hotel
• bars, lounges and restaraunts

A word from the architect: “ The general public, he said,
has always liked it, even if other architects didn’t.There
was a lot of criticism of the design, most of which didn’t
take into account the budgetary constraints, which
were extremely severe. Nobody can quite believe that,
I know. But all of this had never been done before.
Let’s face it, it was an experiment,” Rod Robboe

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO
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Fulham Riverside Stand: Hospitality & entertainment

7

Figure- 30-33

London, England - (2021) & 126 million dollars
Architect: POPULOUS Architects
Capacity: 19,000
Stadium type: English soccer stadium & mixed-use
hub

Re-development of failing stadium rips apart one side
of a grand stand to create a mixed-use venue.On one
side ,stadium seating and on the other mixed use
residential, dining, entertainment.Among the mixed use
spaces within the venue will be residential apartments,
bars, a gym and restaraunts that line the river walkway.
Features & amenities:
• 19,000 seat stadium
• residential apartments
• bars, restaraunts, gym
• river walkway
A word from the architect: “ It will address the Club’s
operational and sporting requirements during the
football season and also provide a community hub
that will add to the vibrancy of the area on nonmatch days.” POPULOUS

22
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Levi’s Stadium: Automation

8

Figure- 34-37

Santa Clara, CA - (2017) & 350 million dollars
Architect: HNTB Architects
Capacity: 68,500 expandable 75,000
Stadium type: NFL stadium

This NFL stadium in the bay area has become a pioneer
in automation and circulation. Thier partnership
with “WaitTime” artificial intelligence and strategical
concourse layouts, allow the facilty to maintain flexibility
in real time.
Features & amenities:
• 68,500- 75,000 seat stadium
• Self ticketing dispensers
• automated wayfinding intergated into stadium
digitisation
• open air concourse levels
A word from the architect: “ The open floors make the
surrounding hills and open skies participant in the
experience and provide generous passageways. This
flexible kit of parts also allows the supporting systems
to be laid out independently and to be updated as
technologies evolve, a metaphor of the constant
innovation represented by the Silicon Valley.” HNTB
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Mercedes Benz Stadium: Sustainability

Estadio Akron: Sustainability

9

10
Figure- 38-41

Atlanta, GA- (2017) & 1.5 billion dollars
Architect: HOK Architects
Capacity: 71,000
Stadium type: NFL and MLS stadium

This facility became the first LEED platinum stadium
in the world. It houses a retractable solar panel roof
that mirrors a camera lens. Approximatley 4,000
rooftop solar panels offset 10% of the facilties energy
needs. The venue also has a stormwater collection and
filtration system
Features & amenities:
• 71,000 seat stadium
• retractable roof
• 4,000 rooftop solar panels
• stormwater collection & filtration system
A word from the architect: “ The stadium was designed
to deliver social, economic and environmental
value while using sports as a high profile platform
to communicate the importance of sustainable
design.” HOK

24
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Figure- 42-45

Guadalajara, MX-(2010) & 234 million dollars
Architect: Jean Marie Massaud & Daniel Pouzet
Capacity: 49,850
Stadium type: Mexican league soccer stadium

Built as a sunken volcano with a passing cloud above,
sustainability is prominent. This includes rainwater
collection on roof which also processed though nearby
wetlands and later reused in non-potable source. Natural
lighting and natural vegitation are also prominent.
Features & amenities:
• 49,850 seat stadium
• rooftop rainwater collection
• natural lighting and vegetation on all concourses
• mixed use retail, dining and education spaces

A word from the architect: “Thanks to the integration of
commercial, cultural and educational services, the
stadium stays alive beside its sports activities.... All
the solutions for the air-conditionning and water cycle
management are ecological.” Massaud
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Futuro Camp Nou: Sustainability

Arena Das Dunas: Sustainability

11

12

Figure- 46-49

Barcelona, Spain -(2023) & 700 million dollars

Natal, Brazil (2014) & 400 MILLION DOLLARS

Re-design of the esiting Camp NOU will reduce emissions
by using the exisitng structure. One of the main goals of
the stadium is sustainablly .By harvesting rainwater as well
as solar energy to power the facility. This modernization
will convert parking into more green public spaces in and
around the stadium.

A new stadium for the 2014 World Cup in Brasil. The
stadium is built within a park, its roof is the main
innovation as it is designed and engineered to serve a
double function to collect the onshore coastal breezes
and the rainwater.

Features & amenities:
99,354 seat stadium
re-use of existing structure
harvest rainwater
25% more public green spaces

Features & amenities:
• 31,375 seat stadium
• roof rainwater collection via nine water tanks
• passive cooling and cross ventilation via petal roof
• mixed use spaces on concourse levels
A word from the architect: “The structure’s undulating
form responds to the climatic conditions of the
location, shielding the spectators from direct
sunlight, while allowing main stands to catch the
prevailing on-shore breezes and air to flow into the
seating bowl via ETFE louvers between the stadium
‘shells’.” POPULOUS

Architect: Nikken Sekkei + Pascual and Ausió Arquitectos
Capacity: 99, 354
Stadium type: Spanish league soccer stadium

•
•
•
•

Figure 50-53

A word from the architect: “The plan is to eliminate the 		
exterior so that the spectators standing in the concourse
could become part of the city’s scenery.” Nikken Sekkel

26
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Architect: POPULOUS Architects
Capacity: 31,375
Stadium type: Brazilian soccer league stadium
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Case studies: Learning outcomes
Little Ceasar’s Arena: brings the downtown vibe and
atmosphere indoors along the arena concourse

Sofi Stadium and Barclay’s Center: promote the
experience well before the event via the blending of
architectural layouts and digital displays

Figure- 54

Figure- 55

Levi’s Stadium: is a leader in automated systems and
spatial layouts that are efficient through the use of
artifical intellegence

Figure- 60

Allegiant Stadium and Banc of California Stadium:
integrate designed social interactive experiences that cater to
millenials and social media dependent crowd

Figure-61

Fulham Stadium re-development & Rogers Centre
Hotel: Respurpose spaces within the venue. Fulham
takes away a grandstand and re-imagines residential
housing. Rogers Centre incoporates a hotel within the
venue.Multi-use facilities.

Figure- 56-57

Figure-58

Figure-59

28
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Mercede Benz, Estadio Akron, Futuro Camp Nou, Phoenix
rising ,Arena Das Dunas: promote the stadium as an
opportunity to teach the public about sustainabilty

Figure-62

Figure-63

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO
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Design studies: Potential sites

Design studies: Potential sites

1

Figure-64

3

Allegiant Stadium site
•

•

62 Acre site purchased for 77.5 million
in 2017

•

T-Mobile Arena site

This site would create a connection with the
surrounding community of Las Vegas through
mixed integrated tactics.

•
•
•
•

Planned for future mixed use NFL
stadium size venue and split use
with the UNLV football team

2

Figure-65

30

7.65 Acre site owned by the Howard
Hughes Corporation

•

Originally planned to serve as the new
home for Las Vegas’ minor league
baseball team, the Las Vegas Aviators

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO

•

This site would create a connection between a
booming strech of Downtown Summerlin and its
adjacent residential areas.

•

This site would create a connection with a
secluded portion of the strip that relies on
gameday/concert events to support the adjacent
area

Originally planned for mixed use NHL
and NBA capacity arena

4

Las Vegas Ballpark site
•

16 Acre site owned by MGM Resorts
International

UNLV campus expansion site
•

42 Acre site purchased for 50 million
in 2016

•

Planned for UNLV on-campus
stadium and expansion for future
academic villages

•

This site would create a connection with the UNLV
campus. Then create a connection with the Strip
as UNLV intended with this purchase.

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO
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03 Exploration “A”: Allegiant
Stadium

As the prices of stadia reach astronomical levels, the need to
become multi-functional from within rises. Facilities must become
more than weekend ventures, they must be seen as “mini city”
hubs that integrate the community via varied public spaces.

2

3

4

1

32
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Design studies: Exploration “A”: exterior layouts

Allegiant Stadium:

01 Public spaces incorporated within stadia, but

Site & context analysis

1

around concourse levels

TROPICANA AVE.

Integrated public spaces

VALLEY VIEW BLVD.

02 Public spaces incorporated within concourse
levels of stadia themselves

02

Integrated public spaces

03

Integrated public spaces

34
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HACIENDA AVE.

RUSSELL RD.

03 Public spaces incorporated within & above concourse
levels of stadia

LAS VEGAS BLVD.

01

RESIDENTIAL

2 APARTMENT COMPLEX’s IN 1 MI

DINING

2 RESTARAUNTS IN 1/4 MI

RETAIL

1 RETAIL STORE IN 1/4 MI

GREEN SPACE

Charlie Frias Park 2.4 MI away

Industrial/warehouse dominate adjacent areas

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO
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Integrated
stadia

Allegiant Stadium:

opportunites
Exploration “A”: exterior layouts

Maximize revenue
potential

RESIDENTIAL/
HOTEL SPACE

VEGAS AS RETAIL AND
ENTERTAINMENT DESITINATION

MEETING/
CONFERENCE
SPACE

RETAIL
DISTRICT

Future proof
design &
automation

SUSTAINABILITY IN
MOTION

2%

-10%

9%
10%

32%

6%
4%

+13%

REAL TIME
WAGERING

stadium
revenue
sources

1%

4%
30%

2%
Vegas spending on retail,
entertainment and beverage
rose to 38% in 2018, up from
25% in 1984

OFFICE
SPACE
COMMUNITY
GREEN SPACE

public
multi-functional
green spaces
spaces

AVG. FOOTBALL STADIUM FOOD
SOURCE

LEISURE
SPACE

DINING &
BEVERAGE
1

Increase connecitivity
via interactive
experiences

30% Of stadium food
distribution is concessions,
while only 4% on walk-in
restaraunts

4,000 solar panels allow
Merecedes Benz stadium
to use 10% less energy
demand than similar sized
venues

Figures retrieved from UNLV CENTER FOR GAMING RESEARCH

Figure-66

Figures retrieved from Compass Group

potential site : Allegiant Stadium

Figures retrieved from Mercedes Benz Stadium and LEED

raider image store
Al DAVIS WAY

AL DAVIS WAY

AL DAVIS WAY

concessions &

Polaris Ave. - 2 ingress points

suites

to main on site parking lots

to raider image team store and
smaller on site parking lot

boh
boh

retractable

councourse

POLARIS AVE.

Dean Martin Dr.- 2 ingress points

POLARIS AVE.

retractable field/tailgate area

POLARIS AVE.

Russell Rd. - 1 ingress point to

level seats

field

Public mixed use spaces
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Public residential / hotel/ office spaces
UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO
Public green spaces

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO

Existing site

Existing stadium

Experiment proposal
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Added footprint raises opportunities for emissions increases due to
external additions.

01 Public spaces incorporated within stadia, but
attached to concourse levels

Public community mixed use spaces
Public residential / hotel/ office spaces
Public green spaces

Existing stadium

Maximize revenue

Increase
connecitivity

Future proof

multifunctional

Mixed-use retail/dining
straddle along retractable field

Mixed-use retail on south and
residential/hotel on west & east

public
green spaces

02 Public spaces incorporated within stadia
concourse levels themselves

Public community mixed use spaces
Public residential / hotel/ office spaces
Public green spaces

Existing stadium
Maximize revenue

Increase
connecitivity

Future proof

multifunctional

public
green spaces

Mixed-use retail/dining
within concourses replace
concession spaces

Residential/ hotel replace BOH and
retractable field used as green space

The hotel component here makes this more of a luxury space
tailored to tourists. Reduces connectivity & seat reduction means
loss of flexibility
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Allegiant Stadium:
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Exploration “A”
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Going vertical means the roof structure would be altered causing the loss of flexibility. The
price of this option would skyrocket and ammenities would rise in price for patrons

03 Public spaces incorporated within & above
concourse levels of stadia

Public/ community mixed use spaces
Public residential / hotel/ office spaces
Public green spaces

Maximize revenue

Future proof
multiIncrease
functional
connecitivity

public
green spaces

Existing stadium

Mixed-use retail/dining replace
BOH as vertical connection to
retractable field green space

Residential/ hotel incorporated
as vertical element within upper
level concourses. Changes to roof
structure

Verdict : A combination of public spaces within and
around the concourse levels is optimal for Allegiant
Stadium. It optimizes the current design, while allowing
opportunities for extending the event via mixed use
spaces that are missing in the area and in the stadium.
Public/ community mixed use spaces
Public residential / hotel/ office spaces
Public green spaces

Existing stadium
Maximize revenue

40

Increase
connecitivity

Future proof

multifunctional

public
green spaces

Residential/ hotel incorporated as
elements within concourses. Retail &
mixed use straddle retractable field green
space with voids to promote entry.

This option most effectively meets all the integrated stadia opprtunities.It
increases revenue potential while connecting with the community

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO

Allegiant Stadium:

Mixed-use retail/dining replace
BOH as vertical connection to
retractable field green space

Exploration “A”

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO
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Exploration “B”: Las Vegas
Ballpark

Design studies: Exploration “B”: Interior experience integration
01 Interactive experience: Creates a purpose for interaction via real-time, connected and
personalized functions

As the stadia experience and expectation changes,
so does the need for varied interior experiences.
Brought upon by a new dominant younger
customer, evolving technologies, and the desire for
social connectedness, interior spaces of stadiums
must become versatile and multi-functional.

02 Leisurely experience: Creates a holistic experience that is sprung from unique
environments, immersive features and guest centered functions

03 Social experience: Creates a purpose for gathering through intended spaces that
2

42
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inspire social connectedness,relationships and produce meanigful encounters
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Design studies: Exploration “B”:
01

Interactive experience

Las Vegas Ballpark:
State sportsbook availabilty
Live legal game betting
Legislation failed

No bills planned

Site & context analysis

2

Not operational/ in work

CHARLESTON BLVD.

Mainly single family homes

DINiNG

DT summerlin & around

RETAIL

DT summerlin & around

GREEN SPACE

Summerlin centre park

office space

Office parks adjacent

Leisurely experience
TOWN CENTER DR.

02

RESIDENTIAL

Yearly Las Vegas gaming vs non-gaming split
Gaming

Non-gaming Leisure

Social experience

03 Social experience
NIGHTLIFE PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL REVENUE
LAS VEGAS
$90m or 13.8%
COSMOPOLITAN
$115M OR 11.1%
MGM GRAND

S. PAVILLION CENTER DR.

SUMMERLIN CENTRE DR.

2016

$170M OR 10.8%
Wynn Las Vegas
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Figures retrieved from SBJ Research
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Figures retrieved from Company Earnings Release
Figures retrieved from Nevada Gaming Control Board

W SAHARA AVE.

45

spatial
experience

Las Vegas Ballpark:

requirements
Exploration “B”

Maximize
revenue

03
02

Increase connecitivity

multi-functional

03
02

01

01

Figure-67

potential site : Las Vegas Ballpark

CHARLESTON BLVD.

EXPERIENCE DISTRIBUTION
LAS VEGAS BALLPARK
PAVILLION CENTRE DR. - Main

point to LV Ballpark with access to
3 parking lots

Summerlin center dr.- Ingress

46

SUMMERLIN CENTER DR.

TOWN CENTER DR.

TOWN CENTER DR. - Main ingress

point with access to rideshare
drop off locations

Interactive experiences
-batting cage
-outfield fan berm
-outfield wall seats
-interactive fan kiosks
-splash pad

PAVILLION CENTRE DR.

ingress point between Downtown
Summerlin and LV Ballpark

Social experiences
-bar/lounges
-outfield bullpen courtyard
- roving fan retail shops
Leisurely experiences
- outfield pool
- ballpark restaraunts
and food locations
-ballpark specific
ammenities

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO
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Existing site

Existing ballpark
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Flexibility is key - reimagining a bar

into a daily sportsbook can transform
space into a daily use. Utilizing existing
space while extending the roof creates
a connection with adjacent parking
will allow easy and access for daily
wagering. Incorporating flexible
furniture and built in kiosks can
create a unique outdoor sportsbook
experience with framed views not seen
in Las Vegas.

PAVILLION CENTER DR.

01 Interactive Experiences

Increase daily foot traffic

Create a desire to increase venue visits

Architectural experience
design changes
A. Roofline extended to shelter
added tv’s and stat boards
A.

B. Added pony walls to promote
privacy and concentration

A.

C. Added kiosks/table rail combo
to promote site wagering and
interaction. Flexible furniture also
included

C.
B.

Existing “party deck bar”

Figure-68

Experimental sportsbook & lounge combination

FLEXIBILITY FOR DRINKING
AND WAGERING IN ONE SPACE

PROJECTED SPORTS BETTING MARKET BY 2023

INCREASED FOOT TRAFFIC
Maximize
Revenue
48
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Las Vegas Ballpark:

Increase connecitivity

Multifunctional

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO

Exploration “B”

Figures retrieved from morning consult September 2017 report
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Comfort is expected - Suites

within venues are rented out on
a per game basis. When a game/
event is not in session they become
unused spaces. Utilizing existing
suite infrastructure, and incorporating
adaptable architecture can integrate
these spaces for more use. By making
flexible hotel/ rentable room suites
we can bring new life to venues and
expand revenue potential.

PAVILLION CENTER DR.

02 Leisurely experiences

Make spaces mulit-functional

Create a reason for nightly leisure that extends the visit

Architectural experience
design changes
A. Typical gypsum wall
becomes adaptable fold up/
down bed, flexible furniture
B. Added door and balcony
combo exude residence & can
be used on gamedays
C. Added glazing to west can
frame views to room

A.

c.

b.
b.

Figure-69

Existing “nightly suite”

Experimental hotel / livable room suite

PERCENTAGE OF ACTIVE COMMERCIAL AIRBNB’S 2016
FLEXIBILITY FOR PARTYING
AND LIVING IN ONE SPACE
LONGER VISITATION STAYS
Maximize
Revenue
50
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Las Vegas Ballpark:

Increase connecitivity

Multifunctional

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO

Exploration “B”

Figures retrieved from fivethirtyeight.com
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Entertainment & socialization
satisfy- Utilizing the outfield greenery
we can implement a multi-level mixeduse lounge & arcade experience fit
for the game. An otherwise un-used
space on non-game days becomes a
spectable of social connectedness that
invites people to gather and produce
meangingful encounters.

PAVILLION CENTER DR.

03 Social experiences

utilize both wings of ballpark daily

create connections between floors

Architectural experience
design changes
A. Flat roof lines become
structure for added lounge
and entertainment spaces

A.

B. Flexible furniture and pony
walls allow for lounge or
meeting space setup
C. Utilize both wings of
the ballpark to invite the
public into events on nongamedays

c.
b.

Figure 70

Experimental sky lounge

Existing “party suite” roofline

MORE REASONS TO VISIT

FLEXIBILITY FOR PARTYING,
PLAYING AND MEETING

NIGHTLIFE PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL REVENUE
LAS VEGAS
$90m or 13.8%
COSMOPOLITAN

$115M OR 11.1%
MGM GRAND

2016
52
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Las Vegas Ballpark:

Exploration “B”

$170M OR 10.8%
WYNN LAS VEGAS
Figures retrieved from company earnings reports

Maximize
Revenue

Increase connecitivity

Multifunctional

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO
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Sportsbook exploration

Verdict: Strategic placement of
experiences is key. Integrating

a cohesive form of interactive,
leisurely, and social experiences

will bring life to venues on off days.
When working in support of each other
we can efficiently disburse the critical
mass of foot traffic to all areas of the
ballpark that would otherwise not be
used.

Maximize
Revenue

Placing the sportsbook so that its
noticeable from the facade will induce
fanatics to visit. Placing the lounge and
dining spaces in close proximity will
motivate secondary uses. Typically
fans go to a game/event and leave, but
having rentable units that can convert
from suites into overnight stays will
improve revenue and expand fan
interaction.

Increase connecitivity

Room suite exploration

Multifunctional
Variety of experiences induces efficient distribution of critical mass.
Close proximity of experiences helps support each other

Architectural experience
design changes
C.

A. loft type room corridor
B. Sportsbook/bar combination

A.

C. Sky lounge/meeting space

D.

D. Baseball seat grandstands

B.

Sky lounge exploration

MORE EXPERIENCES
ALLOWS MORE FOOT
TRAFFIC & REVENUE
54
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Las Vegas Ballpark:

Exploration “B”
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Exploration “C”: T-Mobile Arena
As the cost to run a stadium explodes,and the energy
demand increases, the need for a sustainable and
efficient means of operation is expected. Sustainabilty
and efficient circulation can promote a healthy and well
run venue. The COVID-19 pandemic has only increased
the need for venues to be energy efficient, well air and
foot traffic circulated, and have adaptable sources of
entertainment and program.

03
3

56
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Design studies:Exploration “C”: Sustainabily, innovation & COVID-19 effect
01 Sustainabilty

7%

9%

25,000 kwh consumed during an
avg 90 minute soccer match
Enough to supply more than a
dozen
for a year.

Gillette stadium consumes
between 600,000 to 1 million
gallons of water per game

Site & context analysis

38%

Other

LIghting &

Broadcasting &

Screens

equipment

Average football stadium urinal
is used 160 times during the
course of one game and can
consume up to 40,000 gallons
of water per year.

T-Mobile Arena:

FLAMINGO AVE.

2018
Energy
expediture
24%
Heating &
cooling

30%
Kitchens & refridgeration

02 Innovation

Figures retrieved from study conducted by SelectraUK

16.3%
Athlete performance technologies

6.1%
Stadium experience
technologies

77.6%

The stadium sports technology industry was
a 9.8 billion dollar industry in the fiscal year
2018, with that number rapidly increasing.

LAS VEGAS BLVD.

Tech impact on
stadia in
upcoming yrs

Figures retrieved from survey by Techcrunch on future of sports technology

Fan engagement technologies

03 COVID-19 effect:Ciculation & automation
Fan survey on return to venue experience
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Figures and chart retrieved by survey conducted by Seton Hall University

The top 5 soccer leagues in the world
combined are projected to lose approximatley
$715 million dollars in matchday revenue
due to no or limited fan attendance.
During the pandemic, the Gila River Arena in
Glendale, Arizona has cost 8 NHL Games, A
Celine Dion concert, and PBR World Tour to
be cancelled.Now the city has an outstanding
debt bill of $10.7 million on the year for
outstanding bond payments

Figures retrieved by Deloittle Annual Review of Football Finance 2020
Figures retrieved from Wall Street Journal article, “As Covid-19 Closes Stadiums, Municipalities Struggle With Billions in Debt”

TROPICANA AVE.

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO
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Sustainable&
innovative

FRANK SINATRA DR.

T-Mobile Arena: Exploration “C”: Sustainabily, innovation & COVID-19

requirements

smart
features

effective
accessibilty

reduction and
production

automation

design
flexibility

In 2016 became the first sports and entertainment venue in Las Vegas
to achieve LEED Gold certification.

PARK AVE.

NY NY AVE.

Energy efficiency: High efficiency LED lighting is used throughout facility
to reduce energy consumption. High efficiency HVAC systems also used
in restaraunt and concession spaces to reduce energy load.

Water conservation: On- site well provides water for irrigation
oflandscape. Low flow fixtures reduce estimated water consumption by
40% below code requirement.

TROPICANA AVE.

Figure- 71

Potential site : T-Mobile Arena

Existing site

Waste and recycling: 80% of construction waste was recycled and
much of facility was made of pre- and post consumer recycled material,
including 7,000 tons of steel.
Figures retrieved from T-Mobile Arena report for LEED Gold Certification

Sustainability in motion
A. Despicts the desert landscape,
the prominent shadows planned
after careful building orienation,
location of the on-site water
well, and some of the rooftop
solar panels

(B)

(A)
Rooftop solar panels

Recycled materials on facade
and structural steel

On-site water well

(C)

Cool white roof material

B. Depicts the facades use of
recycled material for metal and
steel
C. Depicts some of the natural
ventilation that occurs along the
open air balconies
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Desert landscape at
Toshiba Plaza entry

Building orienation is key,
promotes shade toward
Toshiba Plaza

Rooftop solar panels

UNLV Son
oAconcourse
| HD STUDIO
Cross ventilation
level
openings/balconies
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Innovation in action

(C)

(B)

(A)

100,000 sq, ft of custom
made metal shingle panels.
Coated in nine rustic colors

9,000 sq. ft. of LED screens
enhance pedestrian views

350x 450 ft long roof span
allows column free seating
on interior bowl

A. Main Entry- Depicts one of the focal
features implemented which became one
of the largest exterior LED boards of its
time
B. Loading Dock facade- Displays
the prominent exterior facade custom
fabricated metal shingle panels

C. VIP facade- Depicts the cutting edge
elongated roof span that allows for
unobstructed view along the interior
concourses

Digital wayfinding and
advertsing artistic spires

(C)

(B)

(A)
Circulation as a guided reaction
Ingress/ Egress point
A. Main entry- Off of Las Vegas
Boulevard accomodates for most foot
traffic and most ingress and egress
options.

B.Loading Dock & Secondary
entry- Has a foot traffic presence
due to proximity to New York New
York parking garage, but not as many
ingress points.
C.VIP entry- Smaller entry with pickup/drop off foot traffic
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T-Mobile Arena: Exploration “C”
UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO

smart
features

effective
accessibilty

reduction and
production

automation

design flexibility
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(A)

Interior circulation heat map

(B)

(C)

A. Basketball/Hockey Arena
Capacity for 18,500 attendees,
with most circulation occuring in
concourse levels. Small scattering of
court level VIP foot traffic as well.
B.Boxing/MMA match
Capacity for 19,200 attendees with
floor seating integrated. Much more
cirulation on floor level to access
flexible chair seating for boxing and
MMA events.
C. Concert/ Award show
Prominent circulation on floor level
seating, but temporarily removes
some of grand stand concourse seats
to achieve this. More aisles and node
points that force organized movement.

Figures and background for diagrams retrieved from Populous Architects

Having venues that maintain flexibilty allows the adaptable circulation that gives venues the
opportunity to host more events and foot traffic.

(A)

(B)

(C)

Looking into the future
Entry sequence as guided circulation
& strategic ingress points
During non-event days Toshiba Plaza
becomes a deserted concrete mecca.
Integrating flexible seating with water
features can increase foot traffic on nonevent days. It also helps with spreading
the critical mass of people upon entry/exit
on event days. Adding strategic ingress
points helps with circulation throughout
the venue, especially during times of a
pandemic.

Seating & water features become natural circulation

64

T-Mobile Arena: Exploration “C”
UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO

Flexible seating & landscape becomes
natural circulation

Increase & space ingress/egress points
strategically
UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO
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(B)

(A)

(C)

Regenerative garden as cooling
mechanism, energy producer & air
quality improver
Venue rooftops, access bridges, and
outdoor balconies can become spaces
for regeneration. Typically used as
areas for signage and marketing,
integrating greenery will help reduce
heat flow, improve air quality, and give
the community spaces to interact.
The spaces would produce foot traffic
during non-event times as well.

Rooftop regenerative garden as cooling
mechanism & community enhancer
Artificial intelligence
tracks spaces for real time
congestion information

Access bridge to arena incorporates
greenery as a tool for cross ventilation and
public gathering space

Arena balcony implements a garden
in action that teaches the role of water
conservation needed in Las Vegas

(B)

(C)

(A)

Technology & automation become
the norm
Digital wayfinding, smart floors, &
Artificial intelligece make the stadium
experience more efficient, desirable,
and welcoming. Easy access around
venues that produce convenient
experiences will result in higher return
rates that combat the growing loss of
public visitation.

Venues that implement these keys to
sustainabilty and innovation will have
adaptable and efficient spaces that can
change as needed

66

Smart floors produce
energy in high foot
traffic areas

T-Mobile Arena: Exploration “C”

Digital wayfinding enhances
guest experience with real time
information

LED screens display real time stats,
wait times, and venue information
synced to visitors mobile app

Automated entry ticket
scanning and security check
removes waiting process

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO
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smart
features

effective
reduction and automation
accessibilty production

design
flexibility
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04

Site & conclusions

After experimentation at various venues around town I’ve discovered
that each site is unique, and thus a ground up stadium study is
implored.Elements, ammenities, and design changes that work at
Allegiant Stadium which is surrounded by industrial parks is vastly
different from the booming growth that surrounds Las Vegas Ballpark
in Summerlin.Utilizing the research, experimentation, and design
studies I’ve developed thus far, this spring I will be studying the UNLV
expansion site location between UNLV and the Las Vegas strip. This
will help me understand the challenges and opportunities there are
in incorporating a new built integrated stadium that transforms and
incorporates the Las Vegas community from within.

4
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The opportunity: Site & context analysis
Potential sports market additions to
Las Vegas in upcoming years:

Average venue sizes and capacities, major
professional sports

1.MLS soccer franchise (city has open bid, multiple
bids in past couple years)

MLS Stadium: Average seat capacity= 18,000-30,000
Newest venue= Allianz Field,(St. Paul, Minnesota)
19,000 seat capacity, 35 acre site, $250 million USD cost

2.NBA basketball franchise (MGM Resorts
International is rumored to be in process of
searching for relocation opportunites for a team)

NBA Arena: Average seat capacity= 18, 966
Newest venue= Chase Center, (San Francisco, CA)
18,096 seat capacity, 11 acre site, $500 million USD cost

3.MLB baseball franchise (rumored as a potential
expansion city for Oakland Athletics or Los Angeles
Angels)

MLB Ballpark: Average seat capacity= 42,675
Newest venue= Globelife Field: (Arlington, Texas)
40,300 seat capacity, 13 acre site, $1.1 billion USD cost

The opportunity:

The stadium becomes
part of a series of
adaptable spaces within

Current UNLV population: 30,547 (2018-2019) academic year
Figures retrieved by Office of State Demographer for Nevada. March 2020
Figures retrieved from UNLV Analytics Enrollment Census. Fall 2020

Public transportation
becomes norm, replaces
large parking lots

Greenery and plaza’s
induce public gathering
at all times

Figures on venue capacity and size retrieved from Geoshen.com

Current Clark County, Nevada population: 2,329,514 (2020)

Site & context analysis

The potential program:

Integrated Stadium that ties the University ,Las Vegas Strip, and the rest of the city together as a landmark that
enhances and incoporates the community from within, by remaining operational around the clock
The goals:
1. Create a venue that embodies the entertainment capital of the world, while
including the university and it’s surrounding residents as key components

As cities have grown, so have the amount of stadiums they have. With Las Vegas’
growth into a major sports market mirroring its population boom, it’s inevitable
that another professional sports team will soon call Las Vegas home. Ensuring
that the next venue in town not only benefits the team, but the whole city itself is
where the concept of an integrated stadium comes in.

2. Develop a system where the community becomes an integral part of the facility
and its daily operations
3. Design a facility that can be useful at all times of the day and week
4. Activate the immediate vicinity to promote welcome spaces and interaction
5.Incorporate the idea of future means of transportation, accessibility, and sustainability
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Publication & prototype: Teaching mechanism & investigative tool
Prototype:
Induce potential developers, architects, planners and city officials to begin to incoporate new
strategies of stadium development that will have the capacity to survive inevitable changes. Through
diagrams, data backed layouts, and innovative elements depicted in renderings, change the way we
design and look at what venues can and should entail.

Fall summary:
Las Vegas, the entertainment captial of the world has
recently seen the construction of various large capacity
venues. Yet, we still sit in a state where these venues rely
on landing events to make them run. The impact from
COVID-19 has only heightened this issue. As determined
through my research this semester the main reasons
for underutilized venues include; a lack of adaptable
spaces, rising ticket prices, the convenience technology
has brought to homes, and a changing demographic.
These venues now cost cities billions of dollars and a
lifetime to repay. Changing the perception of stadiums
to become more integrated, and more utilized 24/7 hubs
will create landmark destinations that welcome vistors
and residents alike.

Publication:
Utilize the knowledge obtained through the exploration of this thesis as a teaching mechanism to the
public as a whole. By increasing awareness of how we can make venues more useful with regards to
the amount of money we are spending to make them. Speaking and writing engagements can create
excitement and make the public aware of new opportunities that can come from the integrated stadia.
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Design concept

Extend the event and enhance the stadium
experience to encompass live, work, and play in
one venue. The stadium becomes the catalyst itself.

1

STATE OF THE STADIA

2

CASE STUDIES

3

DESIGN EXPLORATIONS

4

SITE & CONCLUSIONS

5

DESIGN CONCEPT

The stadia experience is constantly changing; A versatile stadium that integrates
and extends the event from within is the solution to survive future changes to the
live sports and entertainment industry in Las Vegas.
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Site Analysis

UNLV campus expansion site

Top Golf

KOVAL LN.

HARMON AVE.

MGM Grand
Convention
Center

Bluegreen
Vacations Club 36

E

W

MGM Grand
Parking Garage
1 mile
Las Vegas strip

N

E
PAR ADIS

RD.

LAS VEGAS BLVD.

FLAMINGO AVE.

Koval Ln.

The site:

SUNSET

1.6 miles
UNLV campus

SUNRISE

SSW

N

S

Tropicana Ave.

Motel 6

TROPICANA AVE.

Atlantic
Aviation

McCarran International
Airport

MID-DAY

Commercial/hotel buildings
Residential apartments
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Site details:
Owner: University Board of Regents
Acreage: +/- 42 acres
Purchase price:$50,000,000 (2016)

Proposed site location

Demographic facts: 89169
66.3% of population falls in the age group
between 18-64.
UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO 7 7
43.2% works in hospitality/entertainment industry
According to Movoto.com

Site analysis & history
2002(Tropicana Mobile Home Park)

Site opportunites & limitations

Site parcels were mobile home
until the early 2000’s

-Area lacks student housing
and apartment housing. Also a lack
of proximate grocery, retail, and
dining in vicinty.

0.9 mile
Wyndham Grand
Desert Hotel

-Closest grocery store is Vons
(2.0 mile walk)

The site parcels have gone
through bank ownerships until
the University Board of
Rengents purchase in 2016

-Area lacks park and green space
(2.6 mile walk Molasky Family Park)

Small uptick in small chain hotel
development around the site at
Tropicana and Koval intersection

0.8 mile
MGM food court

0.6 miles
Bluegreen dining

-Viable connection point between
strip and UNLV. Transit center
integration
-Height restrictions with proximity
to airport
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2007 (Post Tropicana Mobile Home Park)

UNLV S oA | HD STUDIO

2009 (Post Tropicana Mobile Home Park)

2020 (University Board of Regents)
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Program & building mix
Ability to live, play, and work

Building Mix revenue potential

Program types:
MLS size stadium ( 20,000 seats) approx.

Residence hall: Avg rent 2 & 3 bd units =1,000-1,200:
100x1,000 =100,000x12=1,200,00+100x 1,200=120,000x12=1,440,000=$2,640,000

Residence hall: Integrated within stadium (2 bldgs total, 5 floors and 200 units each)

Hilton Hotel & Hyatt Place Hotel: 150 KEYS x2 =300 Total rooms
@ AVG $120 PER NIGHT (*STATISTA FIGURES)= $18,047 PER NIGHT X 365 = $6,586,973x 2= $13,173,945

Hotel: Integrated within stadium (2 bldgs total, 5 floors and 150 keys each)

Fine dining & restaraunts:brand names, local offerings (6 total:4 @ 4,000 SF and 2 @ 3,500 SF)= 23,000 SF Total

Fine dining & restaraunts:
$30sf/yr=120,000x 4= 480,000+ $27sf/yr=94,500x2=189,000=669,000

Mixed-use retail: 10 total (9 @ 2,500 SF and 1 grocery store @ 7,500 SF)= 30,000 SF Total

Mixed-use retail:
$56sf/yr=135,000/yrx 9=1,215,000+ $38sf/yr=285,000= $1,500,000

Wagering and Entertainment: 2 Sportsbook and lounge spaces ( 5,000 SF each)

Wagering and Entertainment:
$30sf/yrx 2 =150,000x2=300,000+$30sf/yrx 12,000=360,000+300,000=$660,000

Office/University space: 10,000 SF mixed-use office space

Office/University space= 4 @ 2,500 sf each = $10.80sf/yr (Loopnet Avg)=27,000x4= $108,000

VIEWING
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ACCESSING

PLAYING

SHOPPING

LIVING & LEARNING

DINING
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Parking studies
Clark County parking requirements:

Parking requirements Clark County: Integrated Stadia
Stadium: 1:4 seats= ( 20,000 seats) =5,000 spaces
Residence hall:0.50 per room= (100 rooms)= 50 spaces
Total spaces needed: 5,828

Hotel: 1 per guest room (300 rooms)= 300 spaces

approx.

Fine dining & restaraunts:10:1,000 SF= (23,000 SF)= 230 spaces
Mixed-use retail: 4:1,000 SF= (22,500 SF)= 88 Spaces
Grocery store: 4:1,000 SF= (7,000 SF)= 28 spaces
Wagering and Entertainment: 10:1,000 SF= (10,000 SF)= 100 spaces
Office/University space: 4: 1,000 SF= (8,000 SF)= 32 spaces
Making parking a part of the experience: Tailgating & social spaces

GUIDELINES TO CREATE GREEN
& SUSTAINABLE PARKING LOTS

One bike rack per 20,000
square feet of gross floor area is
required near building entrances

Generous interior green area, totally 15%
of this 65,000-square-foot parking lot,
exceeds greening requirements

Maximum tree shading provided to
create an extensive healthy tree canopy

Planting strips
at least 10-feet
wide are required
for parking lots
over 100 spaces

Allegiant Stadium parking totals example:
ALLEGIANT STADIUM: 2,725 TOTAL SPOTS ON SITE (ZONING VARIANCE FOR REST OFF SITE AS NEEDED)

Well-shaded pedestrian
pathway uses permeable paving

Tree islands should have a
planting area of at least 340
square feet with a minimum
width of 9 feet

APPROX. 16,000 REQUIRED FOR 65,000 SEAT VENUE (*ACCORDING CLARK COUNTY PLANNING)
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Credit: Diagram retrieved from Montgomery
County planning comission
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Community Impact: Allegiant Stadium
Community benefits:

Credit: Nevada State Legislature 2019 for figures

Community impact: Integrated Stadia
Community benefits:

New stadium and part time jobs

New stadium, full time jobs,
green spaces,retail, housing & dining

to support

Credit: Nevada State Legislature 2019 for numbers and chart

Entertainment & university space

Total potential annual visitor spending:
$32,553,000

Credit: Estimates from Applied analysis study via Southern Nevada Tourism Infrastructure

Total 30 yr. projection:
$32,553,000 x 30= $976, 617,000

Committee

Total direct expenditure: $780,000,000
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ROI over
30 yrs:
$200,000,000
UNLV
S oAapprox.
| HD STUDIO
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Credit: Estimates based on Capitol/PFG Consulting study for Sacramento Republic MLS Stadium (2015)

Site studies & restrictions
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Site plan: OPTION 1

Conceptual massing: OPTION 1
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Site plan: OPTION 2

Conceptual massing: OPTION 2
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Venue site plan
2

Venue floor plans
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Venue floor plans
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Venue sections

140’ at highest point
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LONGITUDINAL SECTION (B)

45’ below grade
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Entry plaza

Retail view

A

B

Dining

Retail

Hotel

Hotel

Stadium

Extending the event

By creating spaces that are in use at all hours of
the day. Mixed-use Retail, hotels, academic village
, and shared green spaces that connect to the
surrounding community.

Integrated experience

Typical concourse food locations become
full-time retail and dining experiences.

B

A
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Concourse stadium view

VIP porte cochere

C

D

Hotel

Retail

Function as a mini-city

Engage the guest

Spaces that allow for a critical mass of people to
live, work, and play year round.

C
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D

Create memorable experiences that will
increase the opportunity for becoming a return
guest through an efficient, well rounded and
welcoming experience.
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East hotel & entry

Hotel suite view

E

DF
Stadium
Hotel

Office space

Living, working, and playing

A collison between office work space, hospitable
vacation space, and live entertainment in one.

Unique spectacle
F

Hotel rooms double as observations points for games/
events taking place in the stadium. Creating multifunctional spaces that leave lasting impressions.

E
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Academic wing

Residence hall

G

DH
Stadium

Residence Hall

Hotel
Hotel

Residence Hall

Academia meets leisure

Live, work, learn

An academic wing becomes a community connection
that molds students who will lead the future of the
hospitality industry.

Incorporating the potential for students and the public
to live, work, and learn in the same space.

H
G
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Academic village courtyard

Shoppes & dining

I

DJ
Hotel

Hotel

Stadium
Shoppes &
dining

Hotel

Stadium
Residence Hall

Elevated outdoor experiences

Outdoor social spaces troughout the venue create
defined points of intersection. In this case a shaded
canopy connects the university run hotel with the
student apartments.

Tailgating, dining & shopping collide
J

Mixed-use spaces work with each other to enhance
one another. Green parking allows optimal taligating
experiences, with dining nearby. Retail spaces flow as
connection points between hotels creating a convenient
experience.

I
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Community spaces
K

Entertainment lounges

Hotel

DL

Shoppes

Grocery store
Community garden

Community integration
K

Drinking & wagering with a view

Venue connects to and helps develop the community
it surrounds with the identitiy it lacks. Grocery stores,
retail spaces, and community garden/park spaces
introduce features that are lacking for residents who
live in the area.

Roving lounges will introduce in-venue sports
wagering to go along with the traditional beverage and
social spaces. Lounges will serve as places where the
public can enjoy games on off nights, as well as place
daily bets.

L
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Aerial perspective
K

D

Grocery store
Community garden

Shoppes

Community integration
K
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Venue connects to and helps develop the community
it surrounds with the identitiy it lacks. Grocery stores,
retail spaces, and community garden/park spaces
introduce features that are lacking for residents who
live in the area.
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06

Final thoughts:

Conclusion

What happens when we look at a stadium as a central
city hub that's in use 24/7 365 days a year, rather than
a weekend affair? We begin to create spaces that truly
serve the community in which they live.

1

STATE OF THE STADIA

2

CASE STUDIES

3

DESIGN EXPLORATIONS

4

SITE & FALL SUMMARY

5

DESIGN CONCEPT

6

CONCLUSION
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The stadia archetype will change as cities invest in these built forms as catalysts for economic
development. It becomes important that these large investments are as much a benefit to
the community as they are to those who reap the benefits. My thesis explores the design of a
stadium that works with and for the community .Incorporating spaces that are active year round
and extend the game day impact via hotels & entertainment, retail & dining, university functions,
and grocery stores we are able to establish a critical mass of people that make venues a year
round enitity. People live, work, and learn in the same space that also displays live entertainment,
while at the same time generating unfound revenue. Designing spaces that are interconnected,
collaborate, and thrive from each other will create icons that truly serve the community as home
base, rather than a weekend affair. Thus, as stadiums become more expensive and the public's
mistrust for this expense grows, it's up to designers and developers to ensure that the
venues of tomorrow become 24/7 operations that not only help the economy, but also raise
the community; a concept the integrated stadia prototype begins to do.
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Discussion commentary

John Bryant- "Stadia is not a static space, could stadia itself be multiple things,
think of it having more purposes,the electronic video interface effect amongst others. Good
presentation."

Justus Pang- "Be more public, being in public, adding university function is a good
start, but need to add more public elements.Study adding onto existing stadiums to activate
existing conditions."

Yi Wang-" I like the idea, the financial ecology and more opportunities it brings,
you can enclose the whole thing into smaller spaces, multi-function is the
future."

Marco Davis- "The stadium is the catalyst and begins to address the community,
the spaces begin to work with each other to create a space that serves the surrounding
community."
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